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Great Product/Great Gift I have gotten thanks a lot from parents even years after giving them "The Safe
and sound Baby". Very useful instruction and refresher about the hazards lurking in the every day world.
Holtzman's experience as well as being a mom makes her a very valuable resource herself. Buy this book,
it'll open your eyes in order to avoid hazards you did not even know existed.Although it's called "The Safe
Baby" it really is about safety for all children. This reserve will teach you many things that may just save
your childs lifestyle.This book will be a great resource for all parents, grandparents, and even baby-sitters
or child-care providers. Amazing Resource designed for Army Spouse and More Publication Review by
Brandy Woodley, Army Partner Magazine Editor-in-Chief[. I am the sort to get very easily paranoid, but I
always try to understand that I don't (and most likely can't without becoming a nervous wreck) need to
follow every guideline or guideline. This book is insane This book teaches parents how exactly to think
the worst can occur.]Even though researching personal and house safety information to talk about with
Army Spouse Magazine visitors for the upcoming summer season, I discovered a wellspring of knowledge
on baby, pet, family and home security by Debra Holtzman. I contacted her hoping that she would be
available for an interview. I acquired an interview and far, a lot more. From our discussion, I could feel the
interest that lives inside her to spread the word, by any means, about family basic safety. Her bestseller
The Safe Baby: A Do-It-Yourself Guideline to Home Security and Healthy Living was hard for me
personally to put down, let alone condense several highlights into articles for Army Partner
Magazine.Holtzman provides not only a book, but an actual resource that holds invaluable information,
tips, facts, resources and assistance for the whole family. Yes, bad items can happen, but there isn't any
danger waiting around every part! Keep these objects from the reach of small children.She shared three
things that have been recently in the safety spotlight:Latex/Rubber Balloons: Even more children have
suffocated in uninflated balloons and bits of balloons than about any other type of toy-keep them away
from children younger than nine and pets.Small Magnets. It was a straightforward read with plenty of
good tips It was an easy read with lots of good ideas. If more than one magnet is normally swallowed,
they are able to attract inside the body and cause intestinal perforation, illness or blockage, which may be
fatal.Button Electric batteries. When swallowed, these little batteries get trapped in the esophagus
(throat). The saliva triggers a power current which in turn causes a chemical response that can severely
burn off the esophagus in less than two hours. Good sense!). There is information on baby proofing,
preventing falls, environmental hazards, hiring a babysitter, travel, outdoor activities, holiday basic safety
and more. Her strategy can be supportive without scare strategies and her design is very readable, full of
bullet factors, checklists and contact out boxes. I especially just like the section on creating your very own
household cleaning products (much less harmful and inexpensive! I certainly don't know but thank the
author for her commitment to the topic. Get your copy of The Safe and sound Baby: A Do-It-Yourself
Instruction to Home Protection and Healthy Living, and get prepared to live safe and healthy. AN
EXTREMELY Comprehensive Resource Holtzman's reserve is a full soup-to-nuts resource for just about
any parent who all has queries about how to keep their children as safe as possible.As I finished reviewing
all the sections in the book, I had an overwhelming desire for everyone I knew and cared going to have
this source, especially fellow army spouses. The Safe Baby Comprehensive and well organized. The book
goes through each room inside your home as well as additional scenarios that can cause concern such as
poisons, hiring a baby sitter, gun safety, fire security, etc.The appendix is full of additional resources that
are so helpful including common poisonous houseplants, recall information, safety products and
additional checklists.This book would make an excellent shower gift for a new mom or a gift for any
mom who needs some reassurance about keeping her kids safe. My children are older now but "the Safe
and sound Baby" book actually helped me raise them.- Marijo Tinlin, Editor-in-Chief [...] This is a must-
have because it is thorough and easy to read The most recent edition of Debra Holtzman’s The Safe Baby
may be the go-to book that I buy for my relatives and buddies who are expecting. It is a must-have



because it is thorough and easy to read. I recommend this new version as it provides the most up to date
guidelines. A great resource This expanded and revised edition has all of the advice of the first, and also a
financial aspect. The reserve includes money saving suggestions and discusses topics such as for example
fabric diapers vs. disposable diapers. Holtzman does an excellent work staying objective - presenting
readers with facts and information, but letting them decide which choice is most beneficial for their
family.Much like the first edition, I love that Holtzman says she really wants to share her information, but
she certainly will not want to overwhelm the readers.. As in all issues, be moderate and affordable in
following this to avoid excessive stress. Holtzman covers topics you wouldn't also think twice about, such
as for example possible contaminants in water and which kind of furniture and flooring is best for a
nursery. We travel and PCS to different installations and locations around the world so regularly. They are
used to power remote control controls, toys, musical handmade cards, flameless candles, calculators,
watches and other consumer electronics. The serious danger can be that if a magnet falls out of a gadget,
it could be swallowed or inhaled by way of a child. Protection Educator highly recommends The Safe and
sound Baby. Just an overall great book and an ideal gift for new moms! Five Stars Seems very thorough.
Glad to possess this book This book is full of practical things parents can do protect their babies. It really
is amazing just how many simple points can be achieved to dramtically reduce the chances of baby
becoming ill, injured, or -- heaven forbid -- killed. Just how many lives offers this reserve saved? Holtzman
covers therefore many topics that there surely is bound to be one to help a partner setup and safety proof
a house in Kansas or Korea. Love the vacation safety guide. Do-it-yourself sections empower parents to
begin producing their homes safer instantly.. Bursting with accurate, well-researched, timely and
important info for all those attempting to keep babies and children safe. The book is simple to use, with a
great index so readers will get what they need in a rush.. Each chapter ends with an assessment and
protection checklist to reinforce the info presented. This award-winning publication has been supplied to
thousands of expectant and fresh parents and their own families to augment info trained in prenatal Baby
CPR and Safety Classes at a large metropolitan hospital in South Florida.. World proof your son or
daughter, don't child evidence your globe! She not merely identifies potential damage and serious
dangers, but she speaks to prevention and remedy. Lithium electric batteries can be found in everything in
your house.
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